SELLING THROUGH

KIBBLE WATCHES
CONSIGNMENT PROCESS

1962 Omega Seamaster Cal. 321

WHY CHOOSE KIBBLEWATCHES?
- - - - X
Do you want to sell your watch, get the most for it, pay as few fees as possible and actually not
have to do anything yourself? That is where KibbleWatches comes into the picture. We take
control of the sales process for you, selling it on your behalf and taking a small commission for
the work once the watch has sold. No upfront fees, honest price suggestions and a simple process
to make the process headache and hassle free. Sound too good? Continue reading to see how
that is achieved!

“

James made it an absolute breeze to sell my Tudor. After listing it on eBay and
Facebook groups for a couple of months I decided to give KibbleWatches a shot when I
stumbled across his Instagram. He sold it within a day of listing the watch! Very
trustworthy and would definitely recommend him to anyone looking to sell their
watches! Handled everything professionally and quick to respond to any queries I had.
-Abbas - Tudor Heritage Chronograph.

”

5 STEPS TO SELLING YOUR WATCH!
- - - - X
1. Complete and Submit the form on the website!
2. Receive a response in 48 hours!
3. Send / Hand over the watch!
4. I sell your watch!
5. GET PAID!
NOTE - All Consignment of watches will be accompanied by a “Consignment Agreement Contract”
with all terms stated, agreed and signed by both myself and you.

1. When submitting the form on the website please ensure you give as much detail as
possible. Vitally important are the name and reference, age (exact or approx), with or
without box and papers, photos of the watch and finally your expectation of value.
2. When submitted with as much details as possible you can expect a response that includes
a market valuation of your watch with a recommended “List Price” and recommended
“Bottom Price” (Negotiation Price). This allows us both to set expectations in regards to
price, it also allows me to explain the market for that watch and whether it is strong or
weak right now etc… Commission will be stated within the email too. For a rough
example of commission breakdown it will be “Under £1000” I will typically not take on
commission, I would offer to buy in most cases. “£1000-£2000” will typically be 20% of the
final sale price. “£2000-£5000” will typically be 15% and over £5000 will be negotiated on a
by watch situation.

3. Once emails are completed and prices, commission and everything has been agreed it
will then be time for me to get the watch to sell it for you. We can either arrange to meet
in London in a convenient and safe location to do the assessment of the watch, signing
of the contracts, this is the ideal way as it puts a face to the name for both of us. If this
cannot be done then the watch will be required to be shipped to me, a signed copy of the
“Consignment Contract” will be sent to you with my signature, you will need to print out
the contract, sign and provide it with the watch when shipping safely to the agreed
address. Once received the watch will be checked over and examined, if meeting the
agreed standards agreed by both of us , the sales process will begin, if it does not , then
the watch will be returned.
4. The watch will then go into the queue to be photographed, then listed on the website.
Watches go live on the website every Saturday and they vary from 6 to 12 watches.
Sometimes I can have 2-3 weeks of watches ready to go live, so the next available slot will
be discussed via email beforehand with an agreed live date. Once on the website I utilize
many tools to secure a sale ranging from Social Media, Forums, Watch Shows / Events
and Trade Shows plus much more.
5. Once the watch has successfully sold it will be delivered to its new owner either in person
by me or shipped. Once confirmation of arrival has happened with the new owner I give
14 days to raise any issues, so the money will be held for up to 14 days, often being paid
out within 7 days. Then the money will be sent to you minus the commission.

Any questions don’t hesitate to ask. You can contact me via the website, or the following;
Email - info@KibbleWatches.co.uk
Call/WhatsApp - +44(0)7786515664

